For Immediate Release

UltraVision’s UltraSensor™—security technology that “sees” through walls—receives prestigious International award
UltraSensor transforms intrusion detection industry, making “Hollywood-special-effects technology” reality

Salem, NH/Birmingham, UK – May 29, 2007– UltraVision Security Systems, Inc. announces the receipt of the IFSEC Security Industry Innovation Award for its UltraSensor™ intrusion detection product. Winner in the category “Best New Intruder Alarm Product,” the UltraSensor product is revolutionary, making covert installation possible as the product “sees” through such solid barriers as walls, roadbeds, sidewalks and ceilings and senses not only motion, but also threat size, velocity and distance from the area being protected. These product characteristics—previously a reality only in Hollywood movies, special-effects-driven television and other science-fiction outlets—make the UltraSensor a true innovation in the vast international field of entrants from the motion-and-intrusion detection industry, including stalwarts like Bosch and Honeywell. This innovation was recognized by the IFSEC Award’s selection panel, comprised of leading industry representatives from the British Security Industry Association, the General Defence Diversification Agency and the Police Scientific Development Branch. The British Security Industry Association, which presents the annual IFSEC event and the Innovation Awards, is the trade association covering all aspects of the professional security industry in the UK. Its 570 members provide over 70% of UK security products and services and adhere to strict quality standards.

Bill Lozon, vice president, sales and marketing at UltraVision, says “We’re delighted to have been selected from such a noteworthy field. The judges found especially innovative UltraSensor’s covert installation and ability to discriminate alarms based on intruder size, speed and direction. What that means is high security and low false alarms. We believe that the UltraSensor product is revolutionary and we are delighted to see that belief validated by such an internationally-important award.”

Available worldwide, the UltraSensor product is designed to protect high-value, highly sensitive, critical environments—like water treatment plants, utilities, national treasures, embassies and other government and commercial structures—by providing early warning perimeter alerts before an intruder has an opportunity to enter into a sensitive area. The product uses ultra wideband (UWB) technology to pinpoint not only intruder motion, but also distance, velocity and mass. Most distinguishing the product from the large field of motion sensor technologies, the UltraSensor product is designed to sense motion through such solid barriers as walls, roadbeds, sidewalks and ceilings. More intelligent and accurate than any other motion-sensing technology, the UltraSensor collects only critical data, promising fewer false alarms and delivering necessary data for security professionals to make fast and appropriate decisions on intruder threats. Further, the rugged UltraSensor is impervious to weather, ambient lighting and other disruptors like falling landscape debris, while remaining invisible to the naked eye, creating a tamper-resistant solution.

About UltraVision
UltraVision Security Systems, Inc., a Salem, NH, U.S.-based company delivers proven, effective implementation of ultra wideband (UWB) in security and life-safety products 30+ years in the making. Capitalizing on technology developed by the world leader in ground penetrating radar, Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc., UltraVision developed a new method of applying UWB technology to the life safety, search and rescue and security industries. With the addition of leading technologists to the UltraVision team, the company is in the process of developing related microwave technologies for use in property security, safety personnel and individual safety applications. The company’s product line is advancing these industries by improving motion resolution, enhancing distance measurements and developing greater obstacle penetration capabilities. The company currently offers two ultra wideband technology product lines: LifeLocator™ rescue products and UltraSensor™ motion-and-intrusion detection products.
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